Students entering 10th Grade

**Students entering 10th English:** Read a book on the theme of JOURNEYS/TRAVELS. The book may be fiction or nonfiction and may be chosen from a variety of subjects. Examples could be novels about characters on an actual journey or on a personal journey of self-discovery. Other examples might be a biography or memoir of a person’s lifetime journey or world travels.

Bring your book with you to class on the first day of school along with the provided Cornell Notes on how your book relates to the theme of journeys/travels. The notes sheet will be given to students at the end of the school year, but it can also be accessed on the library homepage.

**Suggestions (only suggestion, not required titles)**

- *Boy’s Life* – Robert McCammon
- *Blue Highways* – William Least Heat Moon
- *Bridge Over the River Kwai* – Pierre Boulle
- *Robinson Crusoe* – Daniel Defoe

- *The Cruelest Miles* – Kim Salisbury
- *The Return* – Sonia Levitin
- *Don Quixote de la Mancha* – Miguel de Cervantes
- *The Three Musketeers* – Alexandre Dumas

[Cornell Notes Worksheet]